
15 Point Scale

    * 6 - 20% effort
    * 7 - 30% effort - Very, very light (Rest)
    * 8 - 40% effort

    * 9 - 50% effort - Very light - gentle walking
    * 10 - 55% effort
    * 11 - 60% effort - Fairly light
    * 12 - 65% effort This grouping I would consider Endurance Training for longer sessions if the 

athlete is doing them

    * 13 - 70% effort - Somewhat hard - steady pace Likely relative to 

    * 14 - 75% effort
    * 15 - 80% effort - Hard This grouping would have to relate to a persons functional thrshhold - the power or pace that they can hold over 60 to 75 min of all out riding

    * 16 - 85% effort I HAVE SEEN ATHLETES WITH AS LOW AS 65% AND AS HIGH AS 85%.  SOME IRONMAN AND ULTRA ATHLETES ARE HIGHER AT THIS LEVEL BUT THAT IS USUALLY DUE TO LOWER VO2 MAX VALUES...

    * 17 - 90% effort - Very hard
    * 18 - 95% effort
    * 19 - 100% effort - Very, very hard I would think that this would have to relate to 5 to 7 minute pace or relative 

power for vo2 max

    * 20 - Exhaustion



Below is just out of Cycling Peaks Software (now called TrainingPeaks WKO+...these are really the zones that I find 
correlate most closely with RPE, Heart Rate...and where most athletes would chose to ride anyways based on the 
duration of the workout/intervals given...

The 5% off chart at the bottom is more accurate that following the rules of using a 20 min TT...If you can get a 60 to 75 
min accurate, honest TT effort and use that as the pace to calculate from these will be even better...which is what I do

I donʼt always prescribe by power...especially under Tempo pace...I use feeling and/or heart rate ceiling...

For Tempo and above I do use power prescription if the athlete is testing regularly...

Also depending on the client...I may or may NOT do this depending on their psychological makeup...some people I need 
to hold back a little and some people need to be pushed so I prescribe differently for everyone...

Actual 20 min TT paceActual 20 min TT pace range % of pace
327 327 0 182 0 0.56 recovery
327 327 183 248 0.56 0.76 endurance
327 327 249 297 0.76 0.91 tempo
327 327 298 346 0.91 1.06 threshold
327 327 347 395 1.06 1.21 vo2
327 327 396 max 1.21 an cap

5% off which is what is most widely used5% off which is what is most widely used5% off which is what is most widely used
310 310 0 174 0 0.56 recovery
310 310 174 236 0.56 0.76 endurance
310 310 236 282 0.76 0.91 tempo
310 310 282 329 0.91 1.06 threshold
310 310 329 375 1.06 1.21 vo2
310 310 375 max 1.21 an cap



So I would have to say that the Borg Scale relative to Zoning may look like this:

Recovery Zone - Under Level 11

Endurance Zone - 12 to 14 (maybe up to 15/16 on climbs if they arenʼt sustained)

Tempo Zone - 15 to 16 - intervals from 30 to 90 minutes

Threshold Zone - 17 to 18 - intervals from 10 to 20 minutes

Vo2 Zone - 18 to 19 - intervals from 30 seconds to 6 minutes


